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Welcome to the very first issue of The
Wealthy Coach!
I can't tell you how good it feels to be
delivering a digital magazine once again!

Editor’s
Note
In recent times I've been more than a little frustrated with the mundane nature of
email marketing and I've had a strong desire to shake things up and tap into a
more creative way of delivering content that you will LOVE to consume.
Back in 2018, I had a digital magazine called The Art Of Kicking Ass Elegantly and
while I loved MY role in the magazine, outsourcing contributors became a pain in
the butt to manage with people missing deadlines and handing in work that was
more pitch than value.
I have learned a lot in my previous attempts and this time I plan to keep it simple.

Every week I will be delivering a personally crafted digital
magazine that not only looks beautiful but is also filled with
content I know you're going to LOVE and find useful.
This magazine is for those of you who are driven, ambitious and
know you were meant for more.
This magazine is for you if you're ready to remove your selfimposed limitations and make the commitment to going ALL IN
on the growth of your coaching company.
It's my absolute honour to lead you on this journey. M xox

Michelle Hext
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QUICK LINKS
I have a massive library of YOUTUBE videos so each week I will include one for you to
watch along with this week's podcast episode.
Enjoy!

THIS WEEK'S PODCAST
Ep: 48 - You can handle it! PLUS how I stay organised and on top of all things digital.
CLICK HERE to listen.

THIS WEEKS VIDEO
How to launch your coaching business online without the drama!

STRATEGY
Who's your DREAM CLIENT?
Can you tell me?
Most coaches have some vague idea about who
they want to work with but rarely do they delve into
the nitty-gritty and really think about the EXACT
characteristics of who they want to work with….
EXCLUSIVELY.
Because the thing is…you get to choose who you
work with….and who you don’t, which is almost
MORE critical, to be honest.
When most coaches start thinking about client
attraction they go straight for the strategy…the
“how-to” of how to attract those clients which is
better than doing nothing at all I guess, but if you
really want to make any marketing strategy effective
there are a couple of steps you should take first.
But first, let me give you an example of strategy
versus EFFECTIVE strategy.
The strategy of running Facebook ads to a lead
magnet is a good one, I do it myself BUT you can
either run your ad budget dry trying to figure out
how to get in front of the right people as you go OR
you can do the work of knowing who your dream
clients are and what makes them tick so you can
target the right audience and say the right things to
grab their attention so your ad cost is low AND so
your ads end up in front of the right people.
Too many coaches pull the pin on ads because they
run out of money before they ever get a
result….usually saying something like “facebook ads
don’t work” when they do in fact work…it’s just that
your execution was sloppy.
I’ve asked clients to pull together target audiences
for their ads campaigns only to find out they have
no idea who they should be targeting in the first
place.
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Often coaches are so caught up in the strategy side of things and spending countless
hours figuring out their lead magnet and email sequencing that they forget the
human element….they forget who it is they want to call in…they can forget they’re
marking to HUMANS.
Many of you overlook the fact that you can be super selective in who you target because of,
ultimately, who you want to work with….ie: you forget you can point your ads in the
direction of your dream clients…if you do the homework.
I’m a skilled and experienced coach & mentor who consistently gets great results for her
clients BECAUSE of who I choose to work with.
The quality of my clients directly relates to the quality of the results I help to coproduce.
I know that when I say yes to a client it’s because I know that with my help they’ll produce a
result…if I think I can’t produce a result, I say no.
If you take on clients who aren’t a good fit for you you’re asking for trouble…this almost
always results in poor results, clients who drain the crap out of you and before you know it
you’ve lost both passion and confidence in yourself and your business…not ideal.
One way to avoid that is to know who you want to work with…and, as I said earlier,
who you don’t.
So…yes….there are lots of STRATEGIES for attracting your dream coaching clients…. I teach
many of them….but UNTIL you know who that client is…you’ll be up against it.
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When you nail this EVERYTHING is easier.
The programs you launch.
The messages you share.
How much you charge.
It all comes together because you know who you’re creating and writing and live-streaming
FOR….specifically….and so your content and ad copy will resonate with those people and bring
them into your world.
For coaches who are struggling to find ANY clients, the idea of turning away clients that aren’t a
good fit just seems nuts…I know, I get it…I’ve been there but I promise that when you start saying
no to the wrong clients the right ones start showing up.
If it’s time for you to start thinking about who your dream client is I’d start with establishing some
really clear boundaries around who you won’t work with… the stronger they are the better.
I like to start with who I won’t work with because, for me, this helps me get clear on who I will work
with.
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HERE’S WHO I WON’T WORK WITH:
Anyone in scarcity or lack mindset.
Anyone who expects me to save their business from the ditch they’ve run it into within 5 minutes
flat.
Anyone who complains about every coach they’ve ever hired (one common theme and all that).
Anyone I don’t think I can truly add value to.
Anyone I find abrasive or rude and know I won’t gel with.
Anyone I don’t think is good at what they do.
Anyone who lacks integrity.
Anyone who is all about what they can get / not client-focused.
Anyone I know will watch the clock / making sure they get their “money’s worth”.
Anyone who can’t or won’t match my pace and makes excuses instead of being honest about the
resistance they’re facing.
Anyone who is demanding/thinks I’m “the help”.
Anyone who thinks it’s ok to message me at 11 pm and expects me to answer.
Over the years I’ve had many great clients but also my share of clients who come to me in a state of
panic and fear and lack and expect me to be the magic bullet.
If someone’s driven their business into a ditch or has left it too long to get help and their focus is on
GETTING THE MONEY it never works because they’re so gripped by scarcity it gets in the way of
doing the right work because it often takes time….I know that’s unsexy marketing but it’s true…it
pretty much always takes more time and costs more than most people think to start making great
money consistently.
It’s ok to want a return on investment as soon as you can make that happen (something I really
work hard to achieve for my clients) but there is a difference between that and a desperate, allconsuming need to make money yesterday.
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SO…HERE’S WHO I WILL WORK WITH:
Big thinkers and big dreamers.
Coaches who know they have it in them to create incredible success and they’ve been chipping
away at it already.
My coaches don’t want to be spoon-fed, they have great instincts and a lot of knowledge and they
want me to help them pull it all together…they want me to help reveal the next-level badass version
of who they are now…they’re not interested in paint by numbers….that would kill any sense of self
and creativity.
They respect the rules of engagement and don’t overstep the boundaries I’ve very clearly set out
what they’ve agreed upon.
Even if they’re not rolling in money they don’t raise the issue of money in sessions if things are
tight, they just get on with doing what they need to do to earn it – basically, they know how to
hustle if they need to and they know I’ll help support them and show them how if they’re feeling
stuck. Talking about lack and scarcity only attracts more of it so we don’t do it.
They do what I ask them to do when I ask them to do it and if they have questions they ask them
and then get back to work.
My dream clients usually know who I am because they’ve been in my community a while OR they
find me, consume everything they can read and watch and then reach out to me ready to get
started.
They make decisions quickly and they follow through.
Another thing is that I LIKE my clients, we have mutual respect and we also have fun and a few
laughs along the way.
It’s important to me that my clients take their businesses seriously…they are in BUSINESS….this is
not a half-assed hobby…we’re growing EMPIRES here…I need my clients to understand this and
take the growth of their businesses and bottom lines seriously. In the past, my desire for a client’s
success has been greater than their own and it just doesn’t work.
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HOW THIS WORKS IN THE REAL WORLD OF ATTRACTING YOUR DREAM CLIENTS ONLINE
It’s about the way you communicate and how you position yourself online / in your space….and the
simplest and easiest way to do this is to just you…who you are is enough and will attract the right sort
of people into your world.
You can see from the way I speak and the way I write it’s pretty clear that if you’re a bit of a princess
who wants someone to spoon-feed them step-by-step I’m not the mentor for you. You can’t pay me
enough to work with people like that….I’ve done it in the past, unwittingly and now I can spot a
princess a mile off and it’s always a no from me because that type of work doesn’t excite or inspire
me…I love working with my clients to create breakthroughs I know these will stick and help them
leapfrog to the next level.
I used to think my messaging was boring (hell, still do half the time) because my message doesn’t
really change and is often really repetitive because I do 100% stand by my simple approach and the
fundamentals I teach…they work so why would I change them?
I’m also not someone who “performs” or is outrageous or controversial for the sake of followers, likes
and comments, I just am who I am and my people….the right people… like me just fine.
The words I speak and write are things my people resonate with, the fact I turn up for a livestream in
workout gear and hair that needs washing half the time is also something they (you) connect with
because this is real life and it gives them (you) permission to be real too.
I worked out a long time ago that I don’t need to “do” anything special…I just need to be me.
And YOU just need to be you…as you are.
In a nutshell, attracting your dream clients only happens when you’re clear on who that person is and
when you’re being authentic SO you’re attracting people who love your vibe…without you having to
labour over it.
Most growth strategies will work for you IF you follow these 3 simple rules:
Know who YOU are and what you do well (your sweet spot).
And know WHO you want to coach (know them INTIMATELY) and why.
Know HOW you can help them…what problem are you solving for them?
THEN you can begin creating better content and start applying a marketing growth strategy that aligns
with those three things.
Make sense?
I hope it helps. M xo

MINDSET
3 QUESTIONS TO MAKE YOUR DAY
MORE POWERFUL
It’s important for any driven woman to know she’s
growing, aligned and powerful DAILY..without this,
confidence can take a nosedive and in business
confidence is everything!
A few years ago I adopted the habit of asking myself
three centering questions the moment I open my
eyes and the effect has been powerful because it
brings with it daily clarity and purpose.
How can I play a bigger game in my business and
life today?
What opportunities are in front of me today?
How can I honour ALL parts of me today?
HUGE questions.
Questions that expand my thinking and force me to
elevate from the moment my day begins…..these
questions immediately have me focused on what I
want rather than what I fear and when we focus on
what we want we quieten any fears that are lurking
around the corner.
For most of us building our empire becomes an
obsession, our driving force and the place we
choose to focus the majority of our energy and time
… and for good reason — because it fulfills us…so
much of our identity and how we feel about
ourselves as women is deeply tied to the success or
failure of our business….rightly or wrongly.
BUT, here’s the thing …
Most of us didn’t begin our businesses or go into
our field because we wanted to work 20 hours a
day, even though we love our work. often just what
the doctor ordered.
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Most of us didn’t begin our businesses or go into our field because we wanted to work 20 hours a
day, even though we love our work.
A large part of the motivation for many of us is the lifestyle we hoped would accompany our
work..time freedom, travel, beautiful clothes, fine dining, a beautiful home, the luxury car, and
flowers and candles … lots of flowers and candles.
I’m as guilty as the next person of entering `the cave’ (the place where a new idea forms and life
becomes all about bringing this thing to life) and not surfacing for a long while.
This is a necessary part of the deal at times, however it is so important to take the time to
remember that we owe it to ourselves to not only have a thriving business but also a thriving life!
When my spark is missing and I go searching for it, it can usually be found buried under work and to
my spark back, I know I need to live my life bigger OUTSIDE of my business.
Sometimes I don’t even know what this looks like I’m so deep in the cave!
I forget the things that bring me joy.
I forget that it’s worth driving 90 minutes to my favourite beach to walk for three hours listening to
podcasts that inspire me.
I forget that catching up with my mum for the day is fun and also feeds my soul.
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I forget that driving to the outside Olympic sized pool is worth the effort and that swimming in that
pool makes me feel alive.
I forget that a day shopping and dining in fancy restaurants with my friends is often just what the
doctor ordered.
I forget that weekends away without my laptop opens my eyes to the things I’ve been missing.
I forget what it feels like to live a day in my house that doesn’t involve 78 trips to my office just in
case I miss something!!
By asking myself the question “How can I live a bigger life today?” I’m reminding myself that life is of
equal importance to work and that not every single goal I have in life needs to revolve around my
business!
How can YOU live a bigger life today?
This is the question that continually forces growth for me and adds an injection of excitement into
my working day.
How big can I go?
How far can I take this thing?
What can I create that will excite and engage my community?
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For too many years more than I can count I underestimated my capacity for greatness and I’m sure
you’re probably guilty of this too.
I aimed too low and that’s where I landed….can you relate to that?
I no longer accept comfort as my daily state, for me these days is all about expanding until I’m
extremely uncomfortable and then I hustle to get comfortable.
Luckily for me, I adapt fast and it isn’t long before I’m ready to scare the pants off myself again.
Unluckily for me, this means constantly scaring the bejeezus out of myself as I force myself to grow,
grow, grow.
But I wouldn’t have it any other way.
But we need to balance this out to stay fresh.
Life feels simple and balanced (as opposed to overwhelming) for me when I’m honouring ALL of the
MAIN parts of me.
I know if I honour the following four main areas I’m happy, as in as balanced as I’m going to get and
feel as though I’m living a full and authentic life.
The Coach & Entrepreneur: Honouring my brand and my clients and striving for growth daily.
The Martial Artist: Humbled, disciplined, quiet, philosophical, striving for excellence.
The Partner: Showing up as the woman my man fell in love with…because I love this woman too.
The Mum: Who stays on top of everything: being available, catching them before they fall, after they
fall and making sure my kids feel loved and supported always. If I feel I’m not being a good mum
nothing else works right.
If I honour the entrepreneur but not the Marital Artist I lose my edge, I lose my deeper wisdom, I
lose feeling grounded and connected with this thing that helped shape me in the best possible way.
In the reverse, I feel “off-brand”.
If I’m training and embracing Martial Arts Philosophy, killing it in business and being a good mum
but not showing up as the woman I love to be for my man (and for me) the balance is also off.
It may sound like a huge task to get all of my ducks in row each day but it’s not and any time spent
doing so is 1,000,000,000 times worth the effort.
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It doesn’t take a lot to honour all parts of me so I feel aligned and in flow…..to spend a solid 3-5hrs
on growing my business and serving my clients the best way I know how most days of the week…to
spend 5 minutes reading or pondering how I can bring Martial Arts Philosophy into my day…to
communicate with my kids and tell them I love and am proud of them….to spend 5 minutes
grounding myself in how I want to feel as a woman today and put effort into my appearance. I also
pause during the day to check in that I’m on track.
What do you need to do each day to honour all parts of YOU?
Clarity is power but Vision is the driving force.
By asking yourself these questions day after day you keep Vision front of mind.
By keeping Vision front of mind you can be sure you’re heading in the direction of your dreams.
And THAT is the direction we all want to be headed in right?
Mx

LIFESTYLE
3 LIFESTYLE HABITS TO HELP YOU STAY FIT,
HEALTHY & ENERGIZED AS YOU GROW
YOUR ONLINE EMPIRE.
1: WALKING / 10K STEPS A DAY
While I enjoy my walks I do have a love/hate
relationship with hitting my minimum 10K step
count (at the moment it's 12K!) but it HAS to be
done if I want to keep menopause weight at bay and
keep my sanity so here's how I make the time pass
faster :-)
I use the time to voicemail chat with my friends.
I listen to audiobooks.
I listen to meditation music and do a walking
meditation and visualise as I walk.

2: 8 HOURS OF SLEEP EVERY NIGHT
This became a non-negotiable when I saw the
impact lack of sleep was having on my hormones.
I'm in a phase of dropping body fat and have my
skinfolds tested every 3 weeks. When I sleep I drop
when I don't...I don't.
Plus everything else is so much easier when I sleep.
Get your 8 hours and watch what happens!

3 : COFFEE SHOPS
I can easily become a hermit and forget how to
interact with humans and I can feel myself
becoming a bit weird so for me it's important to get
out and about and do normal human things :-)
I love hitting the coffee shops with my journal or
laptop and then having a wander around the shops
afterwards chatting with the shop owners.
I highly recommend getting out of your office a
couple of times a week for a change of scenery.

MONEY MINDSET
Growing up without money AND money being the catalyst
for many bouts of violence in our household as a child I
developed a f@cked-up money mindset.
My father and mother unwittingly instilled in me many
unhelpful money beliefs.
I learned to link up anxiety and panic and shame with
money...just to name a few.
Following my mother's divorce from my father (hooray!)
step-father unwittingly added another layer of complexity to
my money mindset.
Things like feast and famine and houses and blocks of land
being repossessed from us and living in tents for months at
a time because we couldn't afford rent (cold showers in the
foreshore shower blocks are no fun).
I don't blame my parents, they didn't know any better AND if
I wasn't going to continue to accept my lot in life I knew I
would have to change my thinking and my beliefs about
money.
For years it felt like I was doing the money cha-cha, you
know, one step forward and 2 steps back.
A long while ago I made peace with the fact that money
mindset work would be a lifelong practice for me simply
because of the impact of the violence around money has
had. That shit goes DEEP.
But I love it now.
I loved learning about why I thought the way I did and the
impact it was having on my life.
And I loved, even MORE, the fact that I could change
everything to do with the money in my life from the way I
thought about it, to the way I spent it to the way I saved it to
the way I attract it.

I know many of us have f@cked-up money mindsets so I
thought I'd start to share with you some of the lessons I've
learned so you can use them too.
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As your business grows and you begin to make more money things become SO exciting and it can
also trigger some weird shit so we have to be careful not to start to link things up in a way that
won't serve us.
I used to have this weird thing where I'd have a record month and then I'd have 2 or 3 really shitty
months.
It was almost as though I had to integrate and level up to that level before I could do it again.
It was dumb but I linked up big months mean going backwards for a bit.
THE FIX WAS SIMPLE...a new mantra....."the more money I make, the more money I make - the
easier it gets, the easier it gets - the better it gets, the better it gets".
It took me a few years to shake this one but I'm happy to report that I now see record months as
the beginning of a new level up. I see the record month as the first step on a new set of stairs.
I CHOSE a new belief, a belief that was going to serve me, not hold me back.
Remember...beliefs are simply thoughts we think on repeat.
HOMEWORK (if you want it).
What weird shit have you linked up?
What is a new belief you can start to instal today?

The doors to Lead Magnet Mastery Open tomorrow.
Keep an eye on your inbox.

